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1. Project Summary – Describe the project goals and strategy and list or 
summarize task deliverables.   

Leak Detection Survey 
The goal of this task was to conduct a leak detection survey of the Town of West 
Springfield’s 24-inch diameter cast iron main that runs from Bear Hole Reservoir to Park 
Street, as well as the 20-inch and 24-inch cast iron transmission main from the intersection 
of Brookside Drive and Dewey Street, continuing northeast.  The large diameter 
transmission main is approximately 5 miles long.  The leak detection survey project 
understanding and approach is appended to this report.  

The Town of West Springfield Water Department hired WachsWater Services to perform the 
leak detection program. The survey was conducted during the summer of 2012.  A total of 
five leaks were identified during the survey, one leak on a hydrant, two on the main line 
and two near valves.  The Water Department has a policy of immediately fixing all known 
leaks regardless of size.  All leaks found during the leak detection survey have since been 
repaired. 

Deliverable 
The project understanding and approach of the leak detection survey, as well as the 
completed leak detection survey are attached to this report.  Since the Water Department 
has a policy of repairing all leaks regardless of size and all leaks identified have 
subsequently been repaired there is no priority system of leak repair to submit. 

2. Successes – Discuss the results of the project.  Quantify or provide other 
information that demonstrates the environmental benefits that have been 
realized.  Describe how the project has changed public behavior, if appropriate.   

Leak Detection Survey 
The leak detection survey identified approximately 19 gallons per minute (10 million gallons 
annually) of water being lost.  Please note that in the attached WachsWater leak detection 
reports, one of the 6 gpm leaks originally identified was later determined to be a gas main 
making noise during the inspection. Therefore, approximately 13 gallons per minute (6.8 
million gallons annually) of water was being lost.  Please refer to the table below for a 
summary of the leaks found, date repaired, and costs savings to the Town. 

 SURVEY LEAK SUMMARY 
 

Location Date 
Found 

Date 
Repaired 

Estimated 
Leak 
Rate 

(gpm) 
 

Leak Rate 
(gal/year) 

 

Cost 
($/year) 

% of 
Annual 

Treatment 
Cost1 

501 Rogers Street 
(Rogers Tank) 

9/18/12 12/19/12 1 525,600 $649.04 0.04% 

28 Cornflower Road 
(Near Dewey Street) 

10/15/12 12/20/12 2 1,051,200 $1,298.09 0.08% 

Bear Hole Pump Station 9/17/12 1/14/13 4 2,102,400 $2,596.17 0.16% 
Van Deene Avenue 9/19/12 1/15/13 6 3,153,600 $3,894.26 0.24% 
Total   13 6,832,800 $8,437.57 0.52% 
 

1.  Estimated annual pump and treat costs in 2012. 
 
 

 



3. Difficulties and How They Were Addressed – Describe any obstacles and 
how they were addressed. 

Leak Detection Survey 
Overall, the leak detection survey was a successful campaign.   

4. Lessons Learned – For the benefit of others, please provide an honest 
assessment of the project in terms of your experience.  Did you have difficulty 
meeting project timelines?  Did the project encounter site constraints, design 
obstacles, or permitting difficulties?  What advice would you give to other 
grantees and prospective program applicants? 

Leak Detection Survey 
During development of the RFP, we identified two items which should be considered by 
other prospective program applicants when preparing for leak detection of large diameter 
piping.  First, the grantee/applicant should ensure that the Contractor selected can provide 
experience of the firm with large diameter piping leak detection.  Equipment used on small 
diameter pipe can be drastically different than that used for large diameter mains.  
Therefore, it’s critical to ensure that the Contractor has experience on similarly sized pipes. 
 
Also, it’s important to understand the technologies considered as it pertains to the use of 
existing infrastructure for survey.  Certain technologies can require major adjustments to 
mains, such as new 2-inch or 4-inch connections to access and collect leak detection 
measurements.  Such adjustments may cause interruption of service to the distribution 
system and require DPW manpower and/or financial resources.  We did identify technologies 
that require no adjustments to the mains in order to perform leak detection measurements.  
Therefore, it’s important to identify technologies and the cost impacts they may have 
relative to distribution system access. 
 
5. Recommendations for Follow-up to Project – Recommendations as to future 
protection methods. 

Leak Detection Survey 
Follow-up leak detection testing of other parts of the system is subject to the availability of 
funding. 

6. Response to questions received from the MassDEP on April 2, 2013 
regarding the revised Draft report. 

Q: On the last page there is mention of interference from a gas leak at Piper Road 
and the implication that there was no water leak at that site, is that correct?   

A:  This is correct.  A high pressure gas main was identified in the area where the 
leak was identified. 

Q: Was the gas company notified? 

A:  Yes, the gas company (Columbia Gas of Massachusetts) was notified. They 
indicated to the Town that high pressure gas mains tend to make some noise, and 
were not surprised by the field observations. 

 

 

 

 



Q: How many water leaks were repaired after detection, just two?   

A: Four of the five identified leaks were repaired after detection.  Two were repaired 
by Town personnel, and two others were repaired by Revoli Construction Company, 
Inc.  The fifth leak was identified as a nearby high pressure gas main, as discussed 
above. 

Q: During the repair phase was the leak detection surveyor present during repair? 

A: The leak detection surveyor was not present during the repairs, but was 
instructed to return upon completion of the repairs to ensure that the leaks identified 
have been addressed. 

Q: Was the date, time, and weather conditions at time of repair recorded?   

A: Revoli Construction Company, Inc. completed repairs associated with two of the 
leaks on December 19th and 20th, 2012.  Temperatures on the 19th were in the low 
40’s (F), windy, with no precipitation.  Temperatures on the 20th were in the upper 
30’s/low 40’s (F), and cloudy.  The Town performed repairs on the other two leaks 
on January 14th and 15th, 2013.  Temperatures on the 14th were in the 40’s (F), some 
fog and no precipitation.  Temperatures on the 15th were in the mid/upper 30’s, and 
good visibility. 

Q: Was the leakage rate observed consistent with estimated loss rate?   

A: Leakage rates were consistent with the estimated loss identified as part of the 
survey. 

Q: Was each repair location retested to confirm leak eliminated? 

A: Wachs returned to the site on February 21st and February 22nd to retest the 
repaired locations. No leaks were detected during the resurvey of the repaired areas. 
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Final Report – Revised 
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Operator: 

Wachs Leak Detection Manager Henry Scott acting as the lead technician planned and executed the leak 

detection survey.  Henry Scott has been trained to use the listening devices and correlator equipment by representatives 

of the respective manufacturers.  He has assisted in training and developing personnel in the work order and water 

auditing areas.  Most recently Henry has been working with the Baltimore City Water Maintenance department in 

investigating, handling and resolving customer water leak service requests.  Henry is our Baltimore operation leak 

detection expert because he has a strong knowledge of troubleshooting water system problems, especially the hydraulic 

path of water leakage through and along water systems.  Henry has personally worked on water system infrastructure 

repairs, water valve exercising and conducted water system shutdowns in the Baltimore Metropolitan Water System.  

He has a strong knowledge of Wachs’ operations and procedures including valve/hydrant assessment, leak detection, 

shutdowns and work order repairs.  Henry has helped to implement leak detection procedures and procedure summary 

documentation. 

Henry has 7 years of experience in the water industry with 5 years executing and managing Wachs leak 

detection projects.  He has helped to implement and refine Wachs leak detection SOP’s.  The key aspects of Wachs leak 

detection SOP for large diameter mains applied to this project: 

 Dewatering and clean out of asset structures needed to perform the survey 

 Listening to all inline valves, sideline/ lateral valves and connections, air release/ drain valves, hydrants, 

and any other assets that provide physical contact to the main 

 Using digital correlating loggers on pipe sections in high traffic or increased daytime ambient noise areas 

 Correlation of any areas with audible leak noises 

 Ground microphone of all pipe sections where assets are more than 250ft apart 

 

Equipment: 

 Primary Devices: 

 Fluid Conservation Systems L-MIC, combined electronic listening stick and ground microphone with 

aviation grade stereo headphones.  As part of the SOP for this equipment it should make physical 

contact with the asset when used as a listening device.  Physical contact is not required when used as a 

ground microphone.  SOP for ground mic -The technician will listen over the surface of the main in 1-3ft 

intervals dependent upon if there are audible leak noises or not. This equipment was applied as per 

Wachs and manufacture SOP. 



 

 

 Subsurface LC-2500 Leak Noise Correlator, main CPU with the ability to store and download correlation 

graph results. Two pre-amplifiers with high sensitivity noise sensors which communicate with the CPU 

via analog radio communication.  Even though the sensors are water submersible, Wachs SOP dictates 

that water and debris be removed from around the asset being used for correlation.  Standard protocol 

for correlating leaks is to deploy pre-amplifiers on opposite sides of audible leak noises as close to equal 

distant as hydraulically possible.  These SOP’s where followed for this project. 

 Z Corr Digital Correlating Loggers (DCLs), the loggers can be programmed to run at a specified time and 

will record leaks sounds which can be reviewed, correlated, and analyzed at a later time using PC 

software. Even though the sensors are water submersible, Wachs SOP dictates that water and debris be 

removed from around the asset being used for digital logger recording sessions. Areas where loggers 

record audible leak noises are further investigated and the correlator may be utilized.  These SOP’s 

where employed as part of this project. 

 Metrotech Pipeline Locator, The Metrotech 830 offers both advanced and automatic features ensuring 

the best possible identification and tracing of continuous metallic pipe or cable, water and gas 

distribution lines, inductive locating and blind searching.  The high frequency signal is able to jump 

insulators and rubber gaskets found in water and gas systems. 

Equipment Maintenance: 

As a part of Wachs SOP, all leak detection equipment is visually inspected prior to each use.  Defects are reported to a 

supervisor and addressed accordingly.  Malfunctioning equipment is returned to the manufacturer for repair.  During 

operation battery power levels are monitored.  Batteries are replaced or recharged based on the frequency and duration 

of usage to maintain proper performance.  Equipment like the correlator and the digital loggers have preset automatic 

calibration functionality which runs each time the equipment is used. 

 Subsurface LC-2500 Leak Noise Correlator – batteries replaced when levels reduce below 7.0V, when other 

defects arise the equipment is returned to the manufacturer 

 Fluid Conservation Systems L-MIC – recharged based on frequency and duration of use in accordance with the 

manufacturer specifications, when other defects arise the equipment is returned to the manufacturer 

 Z Corr Digital Correlating Loggers – prior to usage, the ZCorr software runs a diagnostic scan to ensure all the 

loggers are functioning and ready for deployment.  If any of these loggers fail the diagnostic the logger is not 

used and repairs will be scheduled with the manufacturer. 

 Metrotech Pipeline Locator – batteries replaced when levels reduce below 7.0V, when other defects arise the 

equipment is returned to the manufacturer 

Wachs leak detection equipment is ruggedized and specialized for the various leak detection applications.  Equipment is 

only used in the manner that is specified by the manufacturer. 

 

Survey: 

Leak Detection SOP  

          Obtain a copy of the most current water distribution system mapping for the project area.  Wachs will make access 

to all listening points needed to conduct and accurate and systematic survey of the distribution main.  This will be done 

by cleaning out asset structures in order to clearly affix leak detection devices to the asset.  Listening points will not 



 

 

exceed 250 feet between points for leak survey unless system geography and hydraulic configuration does not permit.  

When additional acoustic information is required, and asset access is limited, ground microphones are utilized over the 

surface of the water main. 

         As leak noises are encountered in an area correlation may become necessary.  Correlation is a way of pinpointing 

leaks in water mains. Two highly sensitive correlation microphones are attached to two different listening points on a 

pipe that has an identified leak noise.  The correlator unit measures the time delay that the leak noise takes to reach the 

correlation microphones.  The location of the leak is determined by the correlator using the total distance between the 

sensors, the pipe material, and the pipe diameter.  

        When leaks are confirmed with correlator the technician will record the location using a sub-meter GPS device.  

Wachs will further refine positions through filtering and inspection to eliminate noise, problematic satellite geometry 

and multi-path coordinate precision degradation.  Point valve features shall be collected at an epoch of 1 second with a 

minimum occupation of 20 in feature points in State Plane Coordinates. 

        WWS tested 26,750ft of cast iron and concrete water mains with surface covers of either asphalt or grass (See 

survey map).  As leaks were encountered a GPS location was obtained and a corresponding leak report was generated 

using GIS software (See leak reports). 
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Revisions – Answers to questions received from MA DEP 

1. Who conducted the survey?  Please identify the personnel, their training, and number of years experience 
specific to the particular equipment used in the survey. 

The Survey was completed by Wachs Water Services Project Manager Henry Scott.  Mr. Scott has over 

6 years of experience using the equipment (see primary devices above) used in the survey. Mr. Scott’s 

training is as follows: 

 



 

 

Skills/ Training 

 Dale Carnegie Human Relations 

 Dale Carnegie High Impact Presentations 

 Dale Carnegie Leadership and Management 

 Water Utility Infrastructure Management 

 Certified Maryland SHA Temporary Traffic Control Manager 

 OSHA 10hr 

 First Aid, CPR & AED Certification 

 Wachs Water Baltimore Leak Detection Expert 

 Qualified Valve Operator and Crew Chief 

 Certified Water Audit & Leak Detection Technician 

 Confine Space Entry Qualification 

 Microsoft Office  

 Trimble and GPS  

 Forklift Trained 

 

2. Please identify the type, model (as appropriate), and manufacturer of equipment used.   

The type, model and manufacturer are described in the Equipment section above. 

 Survey listening device was the FCS L-Mic which was manufactured by Fluid Conservation 
Systems. 

 Leak Noise Correlator was the LC-2500 which is an analog correlator and was manufactured by 
Subsurface Leak Detection. 

 Digitial Logger – model used was the Zcorr Digital loggers which are also a Subsurface Leak 
Detection Manufactured product. 

 Pipeline locator – Model used was the Metrotech 830 which is a Metrotech manufactured 
product. 

 
3. Please provide the equipment manufacturers Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) or a link to these SOPs 

online. 

Leak Correlator link 
http://www.subsurfaceleak.com/lc2500_prod_pg.html 
 
Digitial Logger link 
http://www.subsurfaceleak.com/PDFs/ZCorr_brchr.PDF 
 
Survey Listening Device link 
http://www.hwm-water.com/uploads/member-files/FCS%20Datasheet%20Lmic-pxb.pdf 
 
Pipeline Locator link 
http://www.vivax-metrotech.com/productshow.asp?id=85 
 

http://www.subsurfaceleak.com/lc2500_prod_pg.html
http://www.subsurfaceleak.com/PDFs/ZCorr_brchr.PDF
http://www.hwm-water.com/uploads/member-files/FCS%20Datasheet%20Lmic-pxb.pdf
http://www.vivax-metrotech.com/productshow.asp?id=85


 

 

4.  Please specify whether or not the equipment was operated as per manufacturer’s SOP? 

All equipment was operated per Manufacturer’s SOP.  
 

5. Please specify whether or not the equipment was Were data loggers used to detect, record, analyze leaks? 
Equipment used to detect leaks – FCS Lmic and Zcorr Digital loggers 
Equipment used to record – Zcorr Loggers * 
Equipment used to analyze leaks – Subsurface LC-2500 correlator 
*No leaks were recorded. Recordings used as night survey to further check for the “possible” presence of a leak, 
but no leak noises were recorded. 
 

6. maintained and serviced according to the manufacturer’s schedule (as appropriate). 
Equipment is serviced by the Manufacture when required.  None of the equipment manufacturers have a 
servicing schedule.  Equipment is maintained, cleaned, and stored in accordance with Manufacturer 
recommendations. 
 

7. Please specify if the equipment was calibrated or tested prior to use (as appropriate). 
All equipment was tested prior to/ during use to ensure proper function.  None of the equipment needs to be 
field calibrated. 
 

8. Please specify if weather conditions, traffic, or potential sources of interference were potential issues during 
the survey. 
Weather conditions were not a factor during the survey.  Survey work was scheduled daily to avoid rain. 
Traffic impacted scheduling for the survey work. High traffic areas were surveyed overnight to avoid traffic. 
 
There was one outside source which impacted the survey.  There was a high pressure gas main leak at Piper Rd 
and Symra St.  The close proximity and high pressure this gas leak sounded as if it were on the 24in water main. 
Resurvey confirmed this and leak Report 4 should correspond to the Gas Line leak. 
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